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PROJECT & CONCEPT

The task was to make a seamless pattern using illustrations. 
Line, color, and variety had to be taken into consideration while 
making the pattern. Designers also had to pay close attention to 
where shapes and colors aligned on tiles.

○   For concept, I wanted to use objects and themes I was interested in. 
○   For the first pattern I wanted to combine spooky and elegant 
      elements together. 
○   For the second pattern, I wanted to  use objects from nature so I 
      used a honeycomb and illustrated bees. 
○   For the final pattern, I wanted to use organic shapes and my interest
      in horror by making a gore pattern with intestines in the 
      background and eyeballs on top.
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RESEARCH

Seamless patterns take patience to effectively create 
depending on what the pattern is. As an illustrator, I 
wanted to use my skills to my advantage.
I researched online various patterns for inspiration on 
what I could do and how I could do them. 

I researched various styles of patterns as shown on the 
following page. For the project, I wanted to expand my 
own style with illustrations but still have them apply to 
my own aesthetics.
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PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

After researching patterns, I sketched out various ideas.
I drew different illustrations and styles for the patterns. 
Eventually I chose the three final patterns to expand upon 
and make into merchandise.

I initially started with over 30 sketches. Having 
discussions with classmates helped me figure out which 
patterns to create and how to edit them once they are 
being illustrated.
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PRELIMINARY SKETCHES
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REFINED SKETCHES

Once I had selected these three preliminary sketches, I 
drew refined sketches of each pattern to get a better idea 
of what I wanted to make. 

Although I had made the refined sketches like so, 
some aspects of the patterns change when they are first 
designed on computer. 
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INITIAL DESIGN

I began to create initial work on the patterns. I had made 
the crowns and eyes beforehand. For the other patterns, I 
put down a general idea of what I would want and modify 
them as I continued to work on them.

Some of these were changed drastically by the finished 
design as some of these were more like “placeholders.” 
Some were just scrapped entirely and made anew.
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FINAL DESIGN

Discussions with fellow classmates helped me throughout 
the project. They helped with color choices and 
illustrations for patterns so I could finalize them.

Some of these patterns look a lot different than what I had 
for sketches, or even initial designs. But in the end, 
I’m happy with the results.
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MERCHANDISE

Because they are patterns, one would think to place them 
on materials to see how they would look beyond 
the artboard.

Some patterns were put on mockups and merchandise.
I decided not to use the same mockups and merchandise 
to see how they would look on different objects. 
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